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Chapter I
Background and Purpose of this Study
The study of reaction time has a long history in p.ychology9
Helmholtz pioneered the field with his study of the speed of nerve impulse
transmis.ion in frogs (Woodworth. 1938).

Time lapse in

ne~e

conduction had

been previously observed. though unwittingly, in discrepancies of transit
readings given by different observers at the Greenwicb Observatory in 1795.
By 1860. Ilipp and lUrscb. had developed

th~lf.r

chronometer to measure "physio-

logical time." The Dutcb physiolo&ist. Donders. tlmecl what he called "mental
proce.a.a. tf which were silllple reactions to stimuli.

Hia work was developed

at the Leipzig laboratory, and 1t was there that the first .American professor
of poycholosy. James McKeen Cattell. came into contact with it.
the Austrian phy.iologist.

~xner.

Cattell and

who coined the tem "reaction time lt • came

to tbe conclusion that very little mental activity was involved in ruction
ttme re.pon....

They thought of thea rather

118

aprepared reflexe." •

Cattell returned to America where he established laboratories at
Pennsylvania and Columbia..

During the years he remained at Columbia, he

directed many .tudenta in reaction time studies.
time

e~eriments

So numerous were reaction

at the end of the last century, that Borina (1957) calls it

a period of mental chronometry.
Simple reaction tbJe (RT) 1s defined as "tbe t1ma interval betwen
tbe onset of the stimulus and the initiation of tbe response under the condition that
ner. 1954).

!

has been instructed to respond as rapidly as possible"
In

ar

(Teich-

experiments varioue stimuli have been used: l1gbt, sound,

pl:e••ure, pain. and taste.

It has been almost universally obs.ned that each
1.

2.
senle modality has ita own typical AT.

For example, the generally observed

IT for light :1a 180 maec •• and for sound it is 140 _ac.

But within each

modality .ignificant variation. 1n AT have been found under different experimental conditions.

i,lthough these variations may depend on a number of

factors, in general they seem to be due to the conditions elther of the
stimulus or of the orpni81l.
In 1l'l' experiments with a light stimulus, three conditions of the
stimulu8 bave been of princtpal concern to eXpertmBnters: the intensity, area,
and duration of the stimulus. The pre.ent study will investigate the effect
of the area of the stimulus on RT. One of the first psychologists to be interested in this prohl..

~.

Froeberg (1907). He noted that scarcely any attempt

had been Mde to detend.na the influence of tho siae of the .tinulu. on the
time of reaction, although .everal inve.tigators had found tbat the "smaller
the alae of the retinal 1ma.p the areater must be the intenaity of illumination
in order that the object be perceived u •
in mathematical tonas:

llicco had expresaed this relation

The product of the area of the retinal image and its

intensity, or the product of the visual aU31a and the square root of the
intanaity 18 a constant as lons as the visual !mage does not exceed the limita
of the fovea.

!bo appl1eation of Ricco f s lau uas limited

which the constant

'[tOS

tho

~h::esbold

to

experiments in

of sensation ..

Piper (1903) also formulated a Law relating the area and intan.ity
of vieual stimulation for ..... in which the retinal images lay entirely outaiele the limite of the fovea.

Ue found that the product of the intauity by

tbe .quare root of the are. 1s a COD8tant at the tbrashold.

However. later

r ....rcher. que.tioned the validity of both &icco'a and Piper'a lava (Wood-

3.
wo~th, 1938).

Pi~on (1929; 1952, p. 210), for example, found that Ricco's

law didn't even apply for foveal vision at threshold level. Further, his
data indicated that the formula for the constant in Piper's law 1s better

given .s I x Am • K, where the value of m for light is 0.3.
Froeberg wanted to determine how stimulus size affected sensation
at supraliminal levels of intensity.
st1rw1us aize on ItT.

The sti1ll.ll1 were squ4re8 of white paper t.he sides of

which ranged in size frc.m 3

ins iron wheel and

To do this he measured the effect of

w~re

IIIll

to 48 an.

The papers were mounted on a revolv-

illuminated by daylight.

through an apertul'e whieh was masked in hlae!.::.

They were exposed to tIl/a !
Iweraging Freeberg's ra8ults

for data from four !s it can be seen that the Irs decrease arithmetically as
tha alze of the stimulus increases geometrically (see Table 1).

Table 1
Froebers'8 aesults
Size of
St1nulu8
1n v.n sq.

48

24

12

6

3

..-..-..--------

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _w

------.~.-

Avel'age
ItTe in
_ec.

175.5

172.4

176.0

119.0

184.9

--------"-----------------------------------------------------In 1927. Ferree and Rand studied the

r~lat1on

between the length of

e..'tpo8ure tirJe required to perceive a stitllllus arAd st1.twlus size. Tbey condue ted their expertmDnt in

4

day-lighted room with illumination intensities

varying between 1.2S una 100 foot-candles at the test surface.
istoscope presented the test object, a

bro~~n

A rotary tach-

circle (apparently a Landolt

4.
rillS), at various apeede.

The S· s task was to indicate for five out of eight

trials the direction in whicb the opening pointed.

Only the !'a right eye was

used since previous studies hnd indicated t!«.l.t the obeerver's speed va8 as
good with the right eye as with botl1 eyes.

Speed

of viSion io thls experiment

was the reCiprocal of the len&tb of exposure required for tha 8ubjt(.';(;'.(: to _ke
correct judpaenta.

The resulte showed that "large increasea in speed are pro-

duced at each intensity of illumination by increasing the aize of the object.
Also fot:' tbe ranaes of sise and intensity 1.1.&4•.the effect of increa.a of sise
1s I1Ilch SZ'ute... than tha effeet of increase of intensity."
Both Ft:'08bel'g's and Ferree and Rand's expst:'imanta have indicated
that I'l' is cMct:'8aae4

a8

the sise of the &ti1l1l1u8 is increased.

Every other

invoatiga.tion of this probleM has, to the knowledge of this writer, pt:'oduced
stmilar fiDdlnga.

Physiologists. studying the charactet:'1Btica of £1t:'in& 1n

the optic nerva, alao found that by incnasing the
could aborten the latency of discharse.
anatomical basi8 for this pheno_non.

aJ!'D

of the atimulus they

,further iuvlilstigation revealed an
Finally. the. physiololists attempted

to formulate some seneral principles in regard

~o

the effect of light on the

retina.

Adr1an and Hatthews were the first to really tnve.tiaate the
physiological beals for the effect of stimulus size on tho larceny of diacbar,. in the optic nerve.

they iaveatigAted the effect of liabt attmuli of

different aia88 and lnCenait!e. on the retinal potential, and on the firing
of the optic nerve in a cOlllmOn eel, !i5?nar vu1Wia (1927.).

The . . . baaic

experimental procedure was uaed throughout thia aer18. of experiments:

A

preparation was made from the eye and optic nerve of che 881, ln Whlch elee-

5.
trodes were attached along the optic nerve to record dipnas1eally the action
of nerve impulses.

Although this eye hus no fove:;l, it i8 equipped tdth

internuncial neurons.
l~en

in area,
maximuL'l

thr~tl

the intensity of the stimulus was increased without any change

frequency

of

discharge

was reached at a Shorter
frequency of discharge

sity.

<a> the latent plAriod was reduced; (b) the

things happened:

was

inte~-val

,~s

increased. and. (c) the maxL"1Um frequeDcy
after the be61nnina of the discharge.

The

found to be an uponential function of the inten..

When the intensity of the stimulus was held constant and the area was

increased. three e"en.ts followed:

(a)

thQr~

was a reduction in the latent

period of the d1scharge .....n~rve reaction tittle; (0) there was a quicker rise to
tbe maximum frequency; .md. ec) tbere was an increase in the frequency which

was small 1n proportion to the area stimulated.
Because the increase in area with intensity held constant had the

same effect a8 an increase in intensity with area constant, Adrian and Mat-

thews concluded that the Hcharacter of the discharge is really determined by
the total quantity of

li~ht

which fallS on the retina in a unit time Without

regard to tbe di8tri'bution of the light".

To test t.his hypothesis they sug-

gested that one might campare the discharges produced
of light per unit titUe constant whUe

va1"yinf~

~y

keeping the quantity

the area. aDd intensity.

Their

observations tt.lso 14<1 them to expect that R'f in man would chang. according to
to the

a~ea

of the stimulus. when the intensity is held constant.

At this point it seems that one qualification should be made in
regard to Adrian and f.fAtthews' llOsition.

!:n view of the findings of Pi'1ron

and many others. that area and intensity do not bear a pefectly reciprocal

6.
relationship to one another. it would seem more exact to interpret Adrian and
Hatthe".- £1nding8 as showing that area and intansity have a similar, but not
the same. effect on the eye.

An increase in area does not seem to have as

great an effect on the retina as does an

incr~se

in intensity.

Adrian and

Matthews themeelves observed this difference.
Havins found that the intensity and area of the stimulus has a profound effect on the discharge in the optic nerve of the xana!r yull!ris,
Adrian and Hatthews next related stimulus change to the retinal currents.
According to Elnthoven's analYSiS, the retinal currant is composed of three
proc••••• :

A. B, and C (see Fig. 1).

When the light stimulus is presented

there is first a abort latency period. then the negative deflection A occurs
in the A Process.

This is followed by a positive delfaetion, due to the B

Process, which decreases under steady Ulumination, but may rise again owing
to a slower C Process.
deflection,

!!,

h~en

the li&ht is turned off there is a rapid positive

Which is part of the A Process.

return to a resting condition.

Finally, there il a slow

As far .a the discharge in the optic nerve is

concerned. the A PWOcels with the

&deflection

18 the most twportant, partic-

ularly in regard to the latency of discharge and ultimately the RT response •.
Retinal currents and the discharge in the optic nerve are not at aU the
.... thing.

There i8 a constant in.erval between the

beginnina of the optic nerve discharge.
COIlS taut

~

deflection and the

Adrian and Matthews found that this

interval had an average length of about 100 msec.

observed that the magnitude of the

It was further

- daflectlon depended on the area and tnten~

sity of the stimulus.
The lnvestisators explain the relationship between the

~

deflection

7.

t:

::z
~

L/GfiT

/lET/tV AL

CtJ/?RE#T
0"

i

A

PI(t)C£J'J'

--...t~-_ _ _ BPI( () C E J"..r

C

PI?OC£J'J

Fig. 1. General form of retinal current
and Einthoven's analysis into three processes
At B, C. (After Adrian & ~';atthe\vs, 1927a.)

iJ.

and tbe latency of discharge in thtt optic nerve tbb way.
between the

~

Since the interval

deflection and the firing of the optic nerve 1s constant. dif-

ferences in the latency of discharge must be due to processes occuring before
the

~

tion.

deflection.

~llch

processes presumably are responsible for the

~

deflec-

Adrian and Matthews conSidered several possibiHties in attempting to

explain What might be the cause of the time las preceding the ! deflection,
which was dependent on the intensity and area of the stimulus.

They finally

concluded (1928) that "the parallel effects of an increase in the intensity
of the light and an increase in the size of the illuminated area must be due
in some way to nervous 8UDIn8tion of the excitations from different points".
Thus the varying delays in optical nerve discharse would seem to be due to
the time required for impulses from the receptor eells, stimulated by lights
of different sizes and intensities, to summate through the bipolar and
lion cells in the retina.

sang-

-

The a deflection occurs after this summation has

taken place but before the impulse. from the internuncial cells produce a
discharge in the optic nerve.

However. it is still not certain what retinal

activity is responsible for tbe
Since Adrian

~nd

~

deflection.

Mathhews' articles were written, it has been gen-

eral1y accepted that the facilitating effect of the area of the stimulus on
the speed of firing in the optic nerve is due to retinal summation.
(1933) observed

that;~~drlan

Graham who found that

Gran it

a.nd Matthews' conclusion had been confirmed by

in the eye of the

~i!1'lUll!!.

which lacks internuncial

neurons, the influence of area on the latent period is absent. though the
intenSity effect 1s present u •

Later, Granit (1947) somewhat qualified his

position and offered what is probably the most complete explanation of the

area effect on latency.

He said that the area effect was probably due both

to neuronal interaction in the retina (sutD.QIition), and to further electrical

stimulation set up around the excited nerves.
Polyak (1957, pp. 578-579) offers

iii

description of the aMtOlDiC41

hasie for summation:
A combination of neurons by means of which impulses of the same or dif-

ferent kinds may be added and the resulting excitation concentrated or
intenSified i8 exemplified in the primate retina by the rod and mop bipolar synapses alone, or together with those of the cones • • •• Each
mop bipolar can be in contact with a cODIp&ct sroup of rods and cones,
the groups being larger in the extra-areal periphery.
The principle of anatomical spacial summation may be applied on a
laraer 8cale, in successive tiers or links of a neuron chain making up
a system. In the initial portion of the vertebrate system, not only
does each bipolar of the diffuse varieties aS8emble into a common path
influences a.rising from a group of rods and cones, or from cones alone,
but again on the ganglion level each cell unites the influences from
seversl--in the extra-areal periphery of the retina from hundreds--of
bipolar. into larger functional units. The siae of these units varies,
the smallest belonging to the midget ganglion. of the central area, the
largest to the diffuse 3&n&11on varieties of the extra-areal periphery
_ • •• Possibly such units may a.lso vary 8l"!lOng theaaelves in density,
depending on the number of bipolars related to a. given ganslion variety
per .urface area in the retina.
The probable effect of the tlsUDlllative synaptical organization" is
the iaereased intensity of influences passing through it.
After havlng shown that both the inten8ity a.nd the area ot. the light
sti1wlu8 effect the retinal potential and tbe firi1l& in the optic nel'V.,
Adrian and Matthewa next investipted the effect of the duratiO!l of the atiaulu8

Oft

retinal action (l927b). They found that raeI'Ve reaction time dec..u.ed

.a the duration of the stimulus wa increaaed up to 100 meec.

The effect of

duration wae also related to the intenSity of the light, but for many
durations longer than SO maec. no lon.r had any effect on latency_

li~lts

Banee,

Aclr1an aDd Matthews concluded that d.creases in nerve reaction time ware a

10.

function of the "total quantity of light" striking the retina.
quantity of light" was defined as
light.

! x

~

x I • !. where! is the intensity of

! the area of the stimulus or the corresponding area stimulated

retina, and! the duration of the stimulus.

! is

varied experimentally.

in the

a constant representing the

value of the atotal quantity of light," when coaaponents

1, :1.

a.nd

I

may be

This formulation would seem to be a combination of

<1 x A :I 19, or Piper' slaw (1 x (! ~)
<l x I • 19. However, all thes. "lAWS" seem to

R.icco ' slaw
law

The ilt;otal

:I

and the Bullsen- Roscoe
be valid only under very

restricted conditions, and the reciprocity of tbese laws is by no means

feet.

Therefore, it would seem more accurate to regard the

!,

a, !

per~

relation-

ship enuntiated by Adrian and Matthews as a schematic, rather than as a matbematical forqulation.
Research evielence clearly indicates th.at

I, t:"

sim11ar, though certainly not an ldentical, effect on RT.

and

1.

do have a

cattell and Berger

(1886) performed a classical experiment varying the intensity of a lisht

1.111.18.

By placing piece. of smoked gl.a. and lenses over. ligbt

....re able to provide eight lisht inteneities.

&~rce

sttm~

they

They set the "normal" light

equal to 1000, and then tneaSUl'$d the first six lights a8 1. 7. 23, 123, 31S.
and 1000.

The two author. served a8 subjects for this experiment and their

results showed that ''when the liaht is taken very weak, just strong enough to
be seen, the times are 10ns. .t • • • and the greater the intensity of the light

the shorter the time of the reactions.

1 cannot, however, formulate a general

law from the table."
)lull (1949) waa able to foruulate a general statement from CatteU
and Berger's data.

In an article in which he attempted to express the relation

11.
8hip between the stimulus intensity and the reaction potential for trauu.td re-

sponses, he concluded that, Hather things

bei~

constant, the magnitude of the

reaction potential • • • has an increasius t'klnotonic relationship to the in-

tensity • • • of the stimulus in question, the increases taking place at a pro-

sEa :

gressively slower rate accorciina to the equation

V : A(1 _ 10-b log
tlu~ir

Wilcoxon, WOl'king with Bull, fitte.ci Cattell and »Orf;e.r's data for

six intensities to a curve with the formula

sta : .113

g

1>.

If

first

10•• 590 101 ! • .167.

In a review of llT studies. Teichner (1'54) noted that both aarly a-ad
recent studies all aareo that visual ItT becomes ahorter
liaht 1. increased.

IilG

the intensity of

He also says that ttatt(..'1'npts have been made to fit tho in-

tenaity data into mathematical, theoretical fra_works. with

e~"POnential.

hyperbolic, and puabol1c functions all being used mm:e or less successfully
on the sua .ets of data. It

However. then ill some evidence which suggests that RT 18 not
lilllple monotonic function of the intensity of the 8tblUlus.

4

Johnson (1918)

aDd Steinman (1944) found that If. decrea •• with increases in intensity ouly
to a certain point after which the aT begins to increase again.

This 8U&aests

that the function 1. not lIIOootonic, but rather has an optL'W!I'1 at some moderate
This fiDding indicates at least one

lntenaity.
of the! x

Ax ! • !

88,,1d..

principle, even when

~;d.· ~~_ntal

l~tatlon

A and !

of the application

are beld constant.

evidence already cited to indicate tbat

aT 18 a function of the are.. of the atilwlus, the follOWing studbs
DOted for their emphasis on the limitations of thb relationshIp.

m~.sht. b~

Ac1rian and

MattheW8 (1927a) found that when they increased the size of tbe retinal image
beyond a. .9

an in diameter the effect of size on latency waG lost.

Bartley

12.
(1935) studied the cortical response to sbort flasbes of light in the rabbit.

He found that the latency was reduced very rapidly'while the stimulus subtended
only a small visual angle, but

8S

ening was reduced considerably.

the image increased. the rate of this short-

When the size of the stimulus reached 200

of visual angle, there was a&ain a sharp increaa. and then a tapering off in
the rate of decrease of latency.

This abrupt ion after 200 led Bartley to

conclude that the e.planation for the effect of size on latency was more
complex than Adrian and Matthews' summstion theory.

This need not be the ease,

however, particularly in view of polyak'. description of the internuncial
structures in the retina.

Since the ganglion cells unite many more bipolar

cells in the peripheral area than in the central area of the retina, there may

be some pOint on the retina at which a new and powerful summating effect
appears, due to the action of peripheral ganglion cells.

It may be that this

later increase in faCilitation was responsible for the abrupt ion observed by
B4rtley.

The curvilinear relationship between stimulus size and latency after

the abruption then pos8ibly shows the summatin& effect of the peripheral
ganglion cella responding to peripheral stimuli of increasing sizes, just as
the reduction of latencies 10 the central area i8 due to the summating effect

of the bipolars and midget sanalion cella with mBny fewer connectiona.

But

whatever may be the explanation for the effect of stimulus s1ze on latency,
it seems clear that the size effect is obtained 1n a predictable way only over

a limited range.

Alain it should be noted, as was mentioned earlier, that

Pi6ron (1929) failed to find a perfectly reCiprocal relationship between size
The effect of area was not as great as the effect of intensity_

and intensity.
Thus, ! x

L~

~.

13.
Finally. it has been observed in several instances that increased
stimulus duration reduces Ir.

However, this relationship bolds only over a

very limited range of durations.

Froeberg (1907) found that increasing stim-

ulus duration ceased to have an effect on RT aftar 50 msec.

Adrian and Mat-

thews (1927b) found that increasing stimulus duration over 100 msac. no longer
affected RT.

Raab, Fahrer. and Hershenson (1961) presented three !s with light

flashes of .30, 30, and 3000 foot· lumens at durations of 10. 25, 50, 100, 250.
and 500 lUec.

They found that RT did not vary with st1a.llu8 duration, except

possibly when the .30 foot-lumen light was presented for 10 maec.
was a tendency for RTa to be looger.

Then there

Thus evidence showing that aT is a

function of duration is somewhat inconsistent

j

and undoubtedly varies accord-

ing to the conditions of the individual experiment.
In the summary then it would seem that the I x
can be accepted only as a schematic formulation.

!

xI •

!

formulation

Indeed, by increaSing

either the intensity, the area, or the duration of the stimulus ona can reduce
the RT, but only within definite limits and according to different rates.
Although aT is undoubtedly a function of the Ittotal quantity of light" strikins the retina--RT

=i~).

as Adrian and Matthews (l927b), Cranit (1947,

p. 175). and Hull (1949) suggest, still it is not clear that the

t~otal

quan-

tity of light U is the mathematical product cf intensity, area, and duration--

I x ! x ! • !. as previous theorizers and law makers have indicated. However,
in view of the relationships which have been shown to exist between intensity,
area. and duration and thet re.tinal potential. the optic nerve di.i,lharse, and
RT, it would probably be mort: accurate to conceptualize the relationships
between these factors in this way:

aT.

i<!>; ! • !<.!' !, !>;

and therefore.

14.
RT •

!<!, !, V •.
Research. then, has shown that increasing the size of the stimulus

has the effect of reducing the itT, and it seems very Ukely that this phenomenon is due to the summating action of the connective cells in the retina.

Is

~t

posstble that there could be further summation at visual centers in the

brain, such as the lateral geniculate bodies? The evidence in regard to this
question is inconsistent.

'erree and Rand (1921) found, in a preltminary

study, that their ! was able to react .s rapidly when using only his right eye
8$

he could when using both ey...

This finding would eUilest that there is

no spatial summation beyond the retina.

However, Poffenberger (1912) found

that RT is shorter With binocular vision than with monocular vision.

In his

experiment an electric lisbt was attached to a revolv1ng iron wheel which
exposed a two-candie-power stimulus over an area of one centimeter square for

1.25 sec.

The.§!s eyes were kept at a Gistance of 92 cm from the stimulus.

aa4 tile area around the stimulus waa laaked in black.

A ready signal _s

given before each exposure, a.nd a acreen was used to effect the monocular
condition.

l"offenberger used threa

Is and gave them each 800 exposures.

His results show a reduction of IT for the binocular condition (see Table 2).
Poffenberger interpreted his results as suggesting the possibility of aummation in tbe cortex.

15.
Table 2
?offenbergerts Results

Reaction Times in Milliseconds
Subjeots

The

One Eye

Both Eyes

Difh.

T

201.3

184.6

16.1

p

174.8

160.4

14.4

A

191.2

178.1

13.1

pUt'pOS4 1)£

the present study wUl be to replicate the findings

of Freeberg (1907) and Poffenberger (1912). under somewhat different expertmental conditione.

This experiment will be run in two parte.

In the first

part the purpose will be to test the hypothesis that aTe decrease as a
function of the increase in the siza of the stinJllus.

In the second part it

will be to test the hypothesis that ITs will be shorter with a binocular
condition than with a monocular one.

Chapter II
Method

Subjects:

Thirty male college students who,

a8

members of under-

graduate general paychology courses. were required to participate in experi-

menta, volunteered to be 18 for this exper_nt..
and were .ereened for right-eye dominance.
22 year..

rifteen

Is

WI'.

These!8 were riaht handed.

-

The S8 ranged in age front 17 to

used in each part of the experiment.

The mean

age for 18 for the first part of the experiment was 18.13 .. with a standard
deviation of .71; for the second part the mean age was 18.40, with a standard

deviation of 1.02 yeara.
A2paratu8:
1) St 1811u8 and response appa.ratus..

A box, 10" x 18 tI

X

3". enclos.d

foul' 12 volt lights arranaed behind a translucent plexislass panel. Tbe panel
~s

evenly illuminated, but tended to be yellowish in color perhaps due to

the low intenaity of light used. An aperture through which the panel was
viewed wa.s 100 nm in dianwater.
painted gray.

The box and the wall on which it hung were

Approxt.ately stx inches above the stimulus patch there was

a small rod ready light.

An eye rest was prov1ded to tl'Wtintaln a constant d18-

tano.e of approximately 144
suspended at eye level.

Clll

between the

~'s

eyes and the stimulus which was

A telegraph key was placed on the table within easy

reach of the first two fingers of the !-s right hand.
During the first part of the experimont, a series of gray shutters
were placed tmmadiately in front of the 100 moo aperture to produce the independent variables.

The diameters of the 8?ertur$s of these sbutters were

33.2 am, 10.0 Mm, 3.3 mm snd I mm.

The difference between anyone variable
16.

17.
and the next was equal to approxiaately one-balf 108 unit.
To produce the independent variable. in the second he::'£ of the

expertment, large eye patches were used.

A patch was placed over th4il

1·$

left eye for the domtnant·eye condition. For the nondominant-eye condition
another patch was placed over the right eye.
used.

'lbe pacches were large enough

open behind them.

80

A binocular condition was also

that the .c.s eyea could easUy

The diameter of the stimulus for this part vf the

1:'. . in

~perl-

mant was alwaya S _.

2) Presentation and recording apparatus.
tin:ler--ltldel lA, pulling two 16
stimulus lights.

ifill

AC~rbr4nd8

tapes--was used to

proar-

interval

the ready and

The eight-feet-long tapes had 40 presentations punched into

them, and these were divided into two blocks of 20.

Holes in the ready light

tape tripped a microawitch which presented the ready light to the

2.

When the

stimulua-lf.pt aicrosvlteh was tripped by a hole 1n the program tape, a relay

w.

closed which sinulttaneously preMnted the stil1ll1us li&ht and started a

Lafayette chl'OtlO'lOOter. calibrated in hundredths of a aec\ffid.

-

S br\)k:;! the cir-

cuit between the micrnSWitch and the relay by lifting his finger from tbe
reeponse key .e soon as he saw the stimulus light, thus stoppina the chrOt'lOUt-

eter and turning off the light.

Another Gerhrands time ...-Model 1 ft.-. was UNci

to start and stop the stiwlus progranuer at

ttH.~

beginnina and end :6f uch

block of 20 trials.
Procedure:
that he

\~S

I~S!

led the

1&

into the eXl>eri.mental room be told them

runuins this e;;q>eri.lc.nt for a research project and that he would

appreciate their cooperation.

He then seated them behind a table on

was t:he responae itey and the eye rest.

Aft~er

whi~h

recordillg the name. age" i'md

18.

handedness of the

1., !

te.ted them with a manoptiscope to be certain that all

1. were right-eye dominant. 1s were tben asked to ait up etrah;ht in a comfortable position and to look directly at the stiDl!lus aperture. ! then ad.justed the height of the eye rest to suit

the~.

The

~

was then asked to

place both arms on tbe table, and the telegraph key was placed under the first
two fingers of the 1·s right hand.

Then! gave! the following instructions:

This i. an experiment to determine how fast you can react to a light
.timulu.. What I want you to do is to look straight ahead at this bole

in the box, and keep your eyes generally fixed ini.:4i1.s area. When you
.e. the red li&ht, dapre •• the telearaph k.y and hold it down. Shortly
after that, a whlta Ught will come on down here. As soon a8 the white
liaht comaa on, r.l.... the key aa faat aa you possibly can. The whole
object of this experiment is to see how fast you can release this y":y
..en the white l1&ht co.a on. After you have released the key, tbere
will be a short pause of about ten seconds durin~ which time you can
re.t. Then the reel liaht will flash again. and you. w111 do the same
as before.

After the instructions were given. the §. was asked to stuff his ears with
vU:l.ds of

cottOll to t;eep out any "distracting noises." tn both parts of the

exper1ment. ten practice presentat10ns '\Mre given to the
aperture.

!

using the 5

IIln

It the end of each bloe!: of 20 trials the experimental condition

was

el~nged.

was

ch<>ln8~d.

In the first part of the experiment, the siae of the aperture
and the! made 20 responses to each of the five variables.

the second part, the Gyodnes8 condition was changed, and here the

40 times to each of the three variables.

~

In

responded

In reading RTs. ! estimated the

position of the indicator between the hundredth second calibrations in order
to obt41n a reading correct to S maec.
Contr~ls:

Because of the many faetors which may influence the RT.

it was necessary to introduce a number of eontrols into this
1) Stimulus controls.

In order to

~ontrol

exper1~nt:

adaptation and to prevent

19.
contrast effect

~lich

might spuriously increase the strength of the stimulus,

the! sat in a small room which was illuminated by an incandescent, overhead
fixture.

The general illumination of the room was between 12 and 16 foot-

candles, the luminosity of the stimulus at the test surface was 12 footcandles, all measures beilli taken on a Brockway light meter.

Since the same

evenly illuminated panel was used as the stimulus throughout the experiment,
it was felt that the intensity of the stimulus was beld constant.
tion of the stimulus was variable according to the
was never lese than 100

tUBC •• and

aT

of the

1_

The duraThis duration

in almost every ease not less than 200 meec.

Even by the moet conservative estimates (Raab at al •• 1961), these durations
were well above the critical duration. i.e., that time less than which the
duration of the stimulus might have an effect on the
duration was held constant.

aT.

!bU&, the effect of

Therefore, in the first part of this study the

only consequential variable was the chbnge in area; in the second part only
tbe conditions of eyedness were c.hanged.
throughout the experiment, an eye rest

~'S

To

maintain constant visual angles

used to keep the i's eyes at a

constant distanee of approximately 144 ern from the stimulus.

The visual

angles subtended by the five apertures are shown in Table 3.
Table 3

Vi.ual Anal•• Subtended by Sttmull

Diameters of
Stimuli

1

Visual
Angles

2.42'

lID

3.3 . .

to.o mm

7.94'

23.86'

33.2

1111

10 19.20'

100.0 DID

30 58.76'

2) Controls for the!.
in RT, the

~·s

Since motivation can play an important role

cooperation was solicited at the beginning of the experiment.

However, after that no further reference was made to the

~ts

motivation.

Neither reward nor punlabmsnt--knowledge of results or crlticlsm--wus given
during the course of the experiment.

Set or readiness was controlled by ran-

domly varying the length of the foreperiod after the ready signal
3. and 4 sec.

betwe~n

1,

Practice and fatigue effects, which can be considerable during

RT experiments, were principally controlled by varying the order of

pr~senta~

tion of the experimental conditions by incomplete systematic counterbalancing.

Also, to f&ailiariae the! with the equipment and procedure. 'en practice
trials were aiven before the experiment was actually balUn.
J) Environmental controls.

onset of .timulus with a click.
to

The pre.entation mechanism signaled

Since Is respond to sound more rapidly than

liaht, the effect of the click was controlled by placing the

separate from! and the presentation apparatus.

!

in a

r~

He was aleo asked to stuff

his ears with cotton, and a ventilating fan was turned on to mask the sound.
The ventilator also served to keep the rooms comfortable for both

!

and

~.

...

The means wexe obtained for the Ss- axe on the variable. on which they were tested.
were fitted to a curve.

Data from the first part of the

experL~nt

To test the significance of the differences between

the results obtained in the second part of the experiment, ! tests were used.

Chapter IU
Results
The relationship between the diameters of the aperture, which were
used in the first part of the experiment, and the corresponding U8 i8 shown
in Table 4.

Tbese reaults are represented graphically in Figs. 2 and 3.
Table 4
The RTe for Different Sizes of Stimuli

Diameters of
stimuli

10.0 an

33.2 IIID

100.0

r!G

Reaction
285.0
348.0
300.0
271.S
259.5 ,__
__ times in
______________________________________________
_______________
~m8~e~c_.~

~

The graphs suggest that RT is a hyperbolic function of the dtameter of the
stimulu8.

The following formula was used to fit these result.s to a curve:

log Y = -.05795 log x + 2.5245, where y • aT, and x • the J1ameter of the
stimulus.
In the second part of the experiment, the attempt was to determine
whether there were any significant differences between RTs obtained with a
binocular condition, a dominant-eye condition, and a non-dominant eye condition.

Table 5 shows the lDIiUilna of the ItTa obtained uncleI.' thes. conditions,

the differences between the means, the standard errors of the means of the
differencea, and the resulting! ratios.

From the•• results it is evident that

there are no differences among the ItTs obtained uncier the three experimental
condltlons.
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Chapter IV
Discussion
The results from the first part of the experiment concur with the
results from previous experiments in which the area of the stimulus was varIed,
and those in which the intensity of the stimulus was varied.

ITs decrease as

the area or the intensity of the stinulus is inCrea86td such that the decrease

in aT 18 greater as the area or intensity of the stimulus is increased gradually at the lowest end of the scale.

In the middle range of the area or

intensity scales, decreases in RT become smaller..

Telchner (1954) found that

sucb relationships could be expressed in terms of exponential, hyperbolic, and
parabolic functions.

The data from the present study seem to fit a hyperbolic

function.

aT is thus seen to be a function of the size of the stimulus--RT •

!<a>.

when the effects of intensity

W

.uld duration

<V

are held constant.

The fact that the results from this IX experiment agree with those from experiments 1n Which the facilitation of the optic nerve discharge in animals was
thought to be due to retinal summation (Adrian & Matthews, 1921a. 1927b, 1928;
Granit, 1933, 1947. Heebt. 1935,
in humen

Is

Bart1oy~

1935) 8ug&e.ts that the decreased aT

as a result of increased stimulus size is also due to retinal sum-

mation.
Tbe present experimanter also attempted to relate area and intenSity
of the stimulus to the strength of the reaction potential using an adaptaion
of Ricco·s ~ x

! • !)

and Piper's

<Ji x ! • !)

laws.

Since intensity in this

study was constant, the following formula was used in an attempt to find that
constant:

25 ..

2b.

aT

A "(or ,J""A)

• I

where R'!' • reaction tirne or strength of reaction potential,

A • area of the stimulus, proportional to the stimulated
are.a of the retina, and
I • the intensity of the stimulus.

The

dial.i1eter. the square root of the diameter,the rildius, the square root

of the radius, and

t:.: 3

(as Pieron suggests) were also used in the denominator.

In all eases no constant was found.
~1nee

This failure 1s not surprising. however,

both Ricco's and Piper's laW$ bave been found to apply only Wben the

stimulus is at tnreslwld intensity.

This failure to find a constant would

also support this writer's contention that Adrian and Matthews' formulation
for the Ittotal quantity of light"--! x h. x I • !--should be understood as a
schematic rather than as a. matbematical c.mpression of this relationship.
In comparing the present data with Fr()eberg's (1907), it is inter-

esting to note that a much wider rani_ of aTs for similar d1fferences in
sti.rDult was obtained in thb study than in his.

For EU«U11ple. the difference

in RIs which he obta1nQQ from his 48 mm square and his 3 mm square (a differlImCe of SilOre than one log unit) was 12.5 msec.

The differences which were

obtained in this experiment for a one log unit differance in the diameter of

the stimuli are shown in Table 6.
3S.5 msee., while the tactil

r.:m~e

The total

ran~

of RTe obtained here was

of froebers's RTs was only 12.5 msec.

course the ranle of st.imuli in the present experiment was wider

a8

Of

wall. but

over a range of stimulus differences comparable to Froeberg's entire range,
3.3 - 33.2 rom, the difference in average RTs was approximately 12 meec.
greater than

ti~t

found by Froeberi.

One possible explanation for these great

or differenc.. in ItTs may be that generally the st11'iJ,l11 used in tbe present

27.
Table 6
Differences in RTs for One Log Unit Differer.ce
in the Diameter of the Stimulus

Differencaa in Diameter of Stimulus
--------------~-----------------.-----------10 - 100 mil
1 - 10 m
3.3 - 33 DID

Differences
in RTS

study were smaller than

63.0

DIS€:C

6tilllU11

25.5

24.5 meee

used in Froeber's study.

frlsce

It has baen

sl~own

that It'1' decreases .t'!!Bter ,nth srianer stbruU than with targer stimuli, so
it mlgtt. have been the differences in the absolute 81=88 of the stimuli which

produced the greater reductions in IT found in

th~

pTasent study.

A word might be in order about the extraordinarily long BTa which
were obtained in this experiment.
for visual stimuli under

no~l

It ts generally believed that typical Rrs

conditions are about 180 meec.

The shortest

average aT in this study was about 260 meec, a difference of 80 Msec.

Ttle

length of these itT. may have been due to the fact tb4t the luminosity of the
stimulus was not greater than that of the experimental room.
stinatlua was not as bright as the illumination in the room.

In fact the
Previous studies

(Hovland, 1936; Steinman, 1944) bave shown that IT ts a function of the differance between the stlmllus and the field--the sborter ITs being aSSOCiated with
the greater differences.

In this experiment,

tb~n,

it 4ppears that the length

of RT. _y well bave been due to the lack of dtffarence between the stimulus

and field.

However, this condition wa$ constant throughout the experiment

28.
and

80,

probably, did not c:ontallinate the results.
The failure of tile present study to ff:nd any sien1f:lc:ant difference.

between ITs resulting from different conditiol"S of eyedne.8 was not altogether

unexpected in view of Ferree and Randfs comment (1927) that their
of vision was as great with his right:: eye as with both eyes.

!'8

speed

Aetus.Uy, in

a preltminary study the present experimenter also was unable to find differ-

ences

t~ilar

to those reported by Poffenberger (1912).

In view of tht., one

might really wonder how Poffenberger obtained his results. On the baais of
the present findings, then. ther. seems to be no evidence for summation in
the optic tract above the retinal level.
Further, thEire ",era notable impr.ovements which could have been made
in the conduct of the pregent: study.

First, the duration of the stiftUlus

should probably have been controlled, even though the exposure time was

below the critical duration so that it might effect the RT.

MYel'

Secondly, it

~ld

have boen well to have Hsed more variables i.n the first part of the experiment
in ordar to have obtd."'ld a more reHable curve.

Third. the illumination of

the field around the 6timllus sltould MVEl been leS8 intense 80 that IIDl'e

typical RTs could have been obtained.

Lastly,!8 should have been more thor-

oushly practiced to reduce the variability in iTs.

But wen w1.th these short-

cOOlings, it was felt that the present study was interest ina. and that the
Urst part of it offered promise for further invest'satlon.

aT

technique could probably be appUed in the clinical area.

There

is some evidence that RT differences are associated with various psychopatho-

logical states.

If these differenees can be shown to be consistent and dis-

criminating, then aT testing c:ould become

&

useful dtasnostie i.ndicator.

Some

29.

luv•• tlgatora bave found that

anKlo~s

pereone obtained 81&nlflcantly

.hort.~

aTe than noo-anxious groups. HOwE:ver, the evidence b not conclusive. Wenal'
(1954)" for uample. found that botil anxiet.y L1.UJ. an increa.e. 1n the intensity

of the stimulus were effective tn reducing RTs.

H~~er.

there was no eiinif.

leant changa 1n the difference between anxious and non-anxious group. 4 • •
function of the dlfferencEt in stiwluetftten8i.ty.

ea.atenda (1956). on the

contrary. found thet there wa. 8ir;nlftcant interaction between amc.iety and
the spe.cI of a:-edction to an e,uditol'Y

at ieulu8.

His arod.our.; aroup rElacted

slo"-'er to 4 watt eUf1Nlu. than the non-anxious ,group, and faster to tbe .tl'Ona

st1llulus.

itT.

Palermo (1961) found that. anxiety had no effect

OJ,

the length of

r[';lker and Nlcola~,l found a negu.tive ralationehip between scores on the

Personal Inadequacy scale of their Pereonal Re.action Schedule and

RT. indicat-

ina that perlona who felt thesnselves to be lnlldequate tonded to react faster.
In &enoral. bowever. it seems ttwt: no consistent: re1a.t101'Uthlp between anxiety

Comparbona between tile m's of sehizophrenics and other groups haft
yielded Dlre posiU.ve results.

TUalrd aud Venables (1956) compared the ttts

to li2Jlt of 25 $chbophrtinics fUld 10 mental defeeU.v•• and 10 nOrlllllls, aDd
found that there wah large. significant diffel'ences 'Mtveen schbophreuic8
.:t.nd the other two

~ps.

Schizophrenics weN 300 to 500 .ee. slower than

both mental defectives and normAls.

Venables and T1aerd (1956) also found that

schizophrenics teac.t: irresu1arly to an incree5e In the tntenalty of tM at 1m-

ulua.

i-!bere.ns the Us of nOI.'lDa18 typically decrease with an increase in stim-

ulua intenflity. schizophrenic. itT. decreased, in¢NaHd. and decreased again,
1. Walker .... I ••• Nicolay. a. c. A ....xamt..tlon of anxiety: the WalkerI 014 Personal auction Schedule. Stud in ... ration. Loyola Un1versit)'.

30.

as the intonaity of the stiuulus was increased.
no explanation for thiS finding.

The investigators could offor

Kins (1962) obtained contrary results.

He

found that both the length a.nd variaDiUty of schizophrenio aTe were reduce.d

by increasing the intensity of an auditory ettnulus.

However, the RXs pro-

duced by schizophrenics, ovar the range of 8tiwli, averaged about 400 msee.
10nSer tban aTs from normals.

Thus, consistent, sipificant. and useful dif-

ference. have been found betwean tlla JlTs of schi"ophrenlcs and other groups.
further at study in this area

mi~~t prov~ extr~ly

useful.

One fom of investigation sUl8ested by the results of the. present
study would involve. comparing tho latencies of schizophrenics and normals at
peripbaral and oentrel afferent, and central-peripheral efferent levels of
nervous conduction.

7be til.. differences

b.tWlil~n

the onset of atiDulus light.

the A deflection, the blockirtg of the alpha rhythm, and the aT mi&ht be

measured.

Tbe siae of

tiH~

stinulus should be v.:lried in ordor to discover the

differences between normals and schizophrenics in the time required for
retinal sUUDIltion.

Further. cruUtahank (1931) bas found that the latency of

blocltina of the alpha rhythm is dependent on the intenaity anel duration of the
stimulus, and Bartley (1935) discovered that the latency of electrical discb4rse in the. cortex was related to the size of the stimulus.

It would seem

possible, then. to find time differenccuJ between the.! cHflection in the
retina and the lattancy of bloQking of the a1p1w rhythm with different stimulus
sizes.

The time between the onset of stimulus and the

~

deflection

~tld

seem to measure peripheral afferent conduction, and the time betweec the
deflection and the
aut conduction.

blocl~ing

'rhese

~

of the alpha rhythm would relate to central affdr-

dlfferen~ea

might

1"W841

interesting contrasts in

:31.
afferent conduction batweel1 schizopl:renics and normals.

Finally. tiJ:ne differ-

ences between a1vha rhythm blocking and RT slLould show differences in centra 1periph4io:ral efferent conduction for oortnals and schizophrenics.

Comparisou of

time differences obsenad at these points between the onset of atiluulus and
the aT may help equin or localiae the tremendous las in schizophrenic R.T.

and

po•• ibly

even offer

~

new ins1&hts into schizophrenic process.

investigation such as this must be

re8~rved

for a later time.

But

~n

Chaptor V
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Previous investigatio.i. has shown th.... i;

au effect on the latency of the retinal

~

thil}

$10:6 of the $tiImllus has

deflection. and the firing of the

optic. nerve in laboratory preparations, and Gllso on the length of

ax

'rhe relationship between these time lase and the IItotal quantity of

in l't.lan.

Habe"

with its component. of intensity, area and duration \'1as discussed theoHt1c ..
ally.

Time lag duo to differences in stinulus size was thought to be due to

spatial summation 1n the retina.

Ill's obtained from colle,a _las with aciauU. of different staes
sOOwd, as predicted. that liT decreases as the diameter of the stimulus in-

crease..

the relation batween stimlus sl.e and aT _s found to ba hyperbolic.

Binocular

vls~n

did not facilitate a deer.... in IT over aonocular via ion.

Tbe effect of .timulus 8ize on Itt in this study was thought to be
du(t to I'atinal sWlIIl4tion.

the present study found no evidence for spatial

sUll'lMtion at biah.r lwals in the visual .ystem.

An attempt to verify Plper's

and Ricco's la~, .s well as Pl'ron's adaptation of Plper'. law, at 8Uprali~
bla1 levels of 8tiaulus intenait)' fal1ed.

Some po.8ible applications of itT

study to clinical ,U.agnoe18 were di8cussed, and it

W.

8u"e"ted that a study

might be undel'takon to investigate latency differenc.. for peripheral and

central afferent, and

c~tral-per1pheral

and nOJ:ll&ls.
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